[Psychic impairment in psychosomatic and psychiatric quality assessment: global assessment of functioning scale (GAF) vs. impairment score (IS)].
The Global Assessment of Functioning Scale (GAF) and the Impairment-Score (IS) are important instruments for Quality Assessment. There are only few studies examining the quality of statistical power of the GAF-Scale indicating problems in construct validity and no larger studies for the IS. For a sample of 263 patients the Psy-BaDo and an OPD-Rating were completed. Though the distribution of both scales show large range, the proportion of explained variance is 58 %. This proportion can be increased to 68 % for the IS by including the OPD-Ratings. The GAF-Scale in contrast is not associated with the OPD-Ratings. The results indicate, that the combination of both scales is necessary to represent the whole variance of psychic impairment (ICD-10 Chapter F & Z). In addition the valid rating of both scales is very difficult for patients with somatic disorders and somato-psychic problems.